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The Western Ontario Sports Car Association
2006 Drag Day Event Report & Pictures

WOSCA 2006 Day at the Drags
Dispite another small turn out for 2006 the drag day proved to be a great time for everyone who attended. A small turn out for test
and tune at the track also meant that attendees could hot basically hotlap whenever they liked. The cool sunny weather made from
some good times. The fact that all out speed isn't the goal in bracket racing also meant for an ecclectic collection of cars with
WOSCA's resident "drag guy" Greg running his tow-vehicle and Tyson driving the Intrepid work hauler.
In elliminations several driver's struggled with the track being suddenly faster and break outs were commons. The final came down to
Tyson and Ben. Ben, BTW, had never been to a drag strip before. Tyson continued his streak of excellent reaction times and caught
Ben sleeping. The announcer even called the race prematurely. But fearing a breakout Tyson backed off and apparently by too
much. Ben squeaked by at the line to win by .045 seconds. Congratulations to Ben for winning the 4th annual WOSCA Day at the
Drags.
Honorable mention goes to Ken for posting the fastest time of the day running 14.8's in his Mustang (sorry Ken I forget what your all
out best time was). I would also like to thank Ken for providing the pictures seen below.

Pictures
June 10th, 2006

Click here to return to the WOSCA home page.
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